SES National Conference and EMC Meetings
Relationship, Content, and Products
Inputs

SES National
Conference
Dec 3‐4, 2013

1. Gina’s vision
(Theme content,
drivers),

Fred Shamburg
Leanovations
Lunch Time Key
Note Speaker

2. Read‐ahead
materials : straw
Strategic Plan
docs, and more,

Focus of the
Agenda:

3. Session lead’s
design and
approach, and

Educate
Inspire
Engage

5.
MeetingSphere
best practices

…on Themes…
Climate
Partnerships
Community
Sustainability
HPO

Intended
Outcomes

EMC Meeting

SES will gain:
1. Increased knowledge of the
vision, content for each theme,
2. SES feeling of value and
impact by helping to shape
these cross‐agency strategies,
3. Greater personal
relationships across
organizational lines with SES
colleagues,

SES will begin:
4. Behavioral shifts. SES come
away empowered to work
differently, lead change in
these cross‐agency areas
within their own organizations
and across organizational
boundaries.

SES will share their ideas for
each cross‐agency theme:
5. What EPA major activities
should be our focus for the
next year?
6. What do you need to be
successful? What do you need
to lead across organizational
boundaries? What gets in your
way?

Intended
EMC
Outcomes

Inputs for
EMC Mtg

Dec 5‐6, 2013

EMC Products:

1. SES ideas on major
activities that should
Focus of the
be our focus for the
Agenda
coming year? (for each
theme)
2. SES ideas on what
they need to lead across Major activities for
each cross‐agency
organizational
theme
boundaries. What do
they need to be
for the coming year
successful?

1. EMC input to
inform final
cross‐agency
Action Plans for
the coming year
(for each cross‐
agency theme)

From SES Meeting:

:

From (also in SES
advanced materials)
OCFO:
3. Draft Strategic Plan
documents: (1) draft
Strategies and (2) draft
Action Plans

Proposal to align and
ensure leadership to
realize these
activities
Identify 3‐5 EMC
specific focus areas
for coming year

2. EMC
recommendations
to DA on
alignment needed
to achieve these
activities.

3. EMC straw
focus areas for
itself, for the
coming year

